INTRODUCTION

As he traveled east across north central Germany in mid April 1945 in the comfort of a sedan, Major Charles Kindleberger, an intelligence officer with the US Twelfth Army Group and later one of the most influential economists and economic historians of his time, marveled at the “beautiful view of a beautiful countryside that the autobahn affords.” True, there were signs of war everywhere: en route from Frankfurt to Dora Mittelbau, the elaborate underground factory near Nordhausen where the Nazi regime manufactured V-weapons using forced labor, Kindleberger took in scenes of fuel dumps and destroyed bridges, of “Germans moving in all directions, possessions piled high on carts,” of “roads strewn with foreigners . . . in every ditch . . . resting, thinking, waiting, worrying.” But there also was much attractive, orderly countryside that had escaped the ravages of war. “This is a lovely time of year at most places in the northern hemisphere,” he wrote in a letter home to his wife, “But the well-cultivated fields of German farmers who put prodigious amounts of work into the preparation of the land . . . the lack of any waste land, the trimness of cultivated forests free from underbrush and with spaced trees growing straight and tall, make the scenery viewed from the autobahn, skirting all cities, something quite magical and apart.”

As Kindleberger glided along the highway over the rolling hills of central Germany, he recalled the parkways that meandered through the hilly landscapes of the American Northeast. The images he took in of carefully tended countryside were reminiscent of places back home, and yet they seemed uniquely German to him, shaped by that people’s supposed penchant for hard work, thrift, and order. Viewed from the window of a car, the German countryside was lovely scenery suspended in time in an otherly realm, one that remained unmarked by the harsh realities of the present and untainted by the cruelties of the recent past. But the manicured fields and timber plantations that Kindleberger found “magical” in their visual effect were physical spaces that had been shaped continuously over centuries, influenced by changing visions of nature and by shifting political, social, and economic contexts.

Notes for this chapter begin on page 12.
Kindleberger was not unique in using the physical appearance of landscapes to make judgments about the cultural values and temperament of the people who inhabited them. Influenced by the legacy of Romanticism and the movement to protect local or homeland landscapes (Heimatschutzbewegung) that emerged at the end of the nineteenth century, German conservationists long had assumed that the strength and character of people were reflected in and dependent upon the beauty and health of the landscapes they occupied. At the end of the most destructive war in modern history, they, like Kindleberger, viewed their managed forests and ordered farms as politically neutral places offering sanctuary from the chaos and despair of the present. Unsullied by the recent past, but displaying the indelible mark of human uses in better, more distant times, nature seemed to be a source of “spiritual strength for clearing away the rubble in the cities and in souls” and a fount of hope for healing society and rebuilding a stable economy and polity.2

That was in 1945. What happened to nature, and to the practice of conservation, after Germany was divided and became even more industrialized, urban, and prosperous within a generation? This study seeks to answer this question by focusing on developments in conservation in West Germany after the collapse of National Socialism and before the emergence of the ecology movement and the Green Party. The chapters that follow show how a predominantly conservative, often nationalistic cause (and for some in the interwar years, a racially justified one) gradually became associated more clearly with the political left and the international movement to protect the global environment, though without losing its traditional base of support among social conservatives and without completely abandoning its critique of modern civilization. By situating conservation in the mainstream of West German political and cultural history, the study refutes the assumption that protecting nature (Naturschutz) was ineffective after 1945 because of too close an association with National Socialism. Naturschutz emerged from the war somewhat tainted, but no more so than other activities that had been unevenly coordinated by the Nazis.3 Admittedly, postwar conservationists never commanded a mass following. And they lost many battles during the so-called Miracle Years when economic growth and western European integration were commanding priorities of state and society. Yet conservationists were resilient. Forced by necessity to change, those involved in state-sponsored conservation institutionalized and professionalized their efforts, while several private groups adopted a more confrontational message and style and broadened their membership base. Such changes assured conservationists a strong position of transitioning, rather than vanishing, during the shift to left-leaning environmental protection (Umweltschutz) in the 1970s.

There is no book length account in English that focuses exclusively on the thought, goals, and day-to-day activities of conservationists during the critical
years between 1945 and 1975. A study that examines continuity and change in Germany’s long tradition of protecting nature after the Nazis and before the Greens has been made more important with the recent publication of numerous books and edited collections on nature and environmental protection under National Socialism. These studies emphasize that the Nazi regime implemented some “green” reforms (sometimes in the service of racial ideology), but rarely was it done consistently. In addition, the regime did not co-opt preservationists fully or uniformly, especially because of the persistence of regional identities. Precisely because of these realities, conservationists resumed their work after the war with little interruption, as recent research on the post–1945 era by German scholars has shown. These studies, as well as others that address the postwar years in their long range view of nature and environmental protection, also make clear that the 1950s and 1960s did not lack people with an environmental awareness or an ecological consciousness according to today’s understanding of those phrases. What conservationists lacked during the boom years was a political climate and mass following that would allow them to transform their awareness into policies that provided better protection for nature and people.

Despite acknowledging increased activity to protect nature and the environment, some accounts of the postwar years imply that “old” conservation, with its undeniable elitism and social conservatism was not only distinct from, but also far less effective than, the “new” left-leaning, anti-nuclear, grassroots environmentalism that emerged in the 1970s. Without a doubt, the emphasis that activists of the 1970s placed on participatory democracy and deep social reform was distinct and set the modern environmental movement apart from the conservation tradition. But viewing activists of the late 1960s and 1970s as the norm against which conservationists of the 1950s and 1960s are measured leads to the predictable conclusion that these latter people—most of them, anyway—failed to measure up most of the time. In addition, highlighting the rebellious rhetoric and sensational protests associated with modern environmentalism overshadows more subtle shifts in language, thought, and daily activity that occurred within the conservation tradition prior to the 1970s.

Another tendency in the writing of conservation history involves adopting the story line of conservationists themselves, depicting their efforts to protect nature as an heroic, moral struggle by a marginalized minority against formidable, unprincipled foes—typically industrial capitalism or technology. Although conservationists were a minority, they were not as marginalized as they claimed. But if they lacked support (and they often did), it was partly their own fault. Convinced that they knew how to defend nature better than most people, they resisted forming alliances with groups that did not share their conservative world view. Yet as historian Michael Bess has argued in his study of postwar France, conflicts over the use of nature in development projects typically ended in compromises in which defenders of nature and proponents of technology had partial gains and losses.
“[E]ither through political compromise or through the sheer inertia of decision-making processes in a mass democracy,” he writes, “an outcome emerged that borrowed elements from both visions...” Over many years, the two seemingly opposing perspectives—the pro-nature and the pro-technology—intermingled, contributing to “the partial greening of the mainstream, in which neither side emerged wholly satisfied nor utterly dismayed, but in which a whole new complex of discourses and institutions nonetheless came into being.” Such an assessment is relevant also in the West German context. Bess’s findings for postwar France invite historians of Germany to examine the Miracle Years with an eye toward discovering how conservationists and their real and perceived opponents participated in creating what Bess calls “the light-green society,” i.e., a society that aspires to be “traditional and modern, green and mass-consumerist” simultaneously.

The challenge of reconciling these seemingly opposing goals was not entirely new. Yet the need to harmonize them appeared increasingly urgent in the postwar era. Beginning in the 1950s, industrialized nations around the world experienced an accelerated increase in gross domestic product, energy consumption, land use, trash accumulation, and pollution of water, soil, and air, a complex of problems that European environmental historians have dubbed the “1950s Syndrome.” The convergence of these developments marked the beginning of the shift from an industrial to a mass consumer society, with significant changes in lifestyle and consumption that exacerbated environmental deterioration and caused irreversible harm in some cases. Earlier periods in history had experienced similar upheavals, for example after 1870 and 1920, but the pace of change was more rapid after 1945, and the invasiveness of development projects greater.

Demographics also deepened their impact. Between the late 1940s and the early 1970s, the population of West Germany climbed from 49 million to over 60 million. With an average of 247 people per square kilometer in 1970, West Germany ranked seventh among the world’s most densely populated nations. By 1970, one-third of the country’s inhabitants lived in cities of over 100,000 and roughly 90 percent of the population earned a living in industry or the service sector. Only 8.5 percent of West Germans made a living from agriculture, down from 23 percent two decades earlier. Commerce and industry contributed most to the Federal Republic’s powerful economic position behind only the United States and Japan. But there was a price to pay for this prosperity and economic influence.

Already in the early 1960s, West German conservationists warned that 260 square kilometers of countryside were lost annually to support the expansion of industry, housing, transportation, and the military. More of the country was adversely affected by the “garbage of civilization” in the form of noise, dust, and harmful pollutants. And there was no indication that the pace of these negative changes would slow. As West Germany became more densely populated, urbanized, industrialized, and polluted, people involved in preservation broadened the range of their activities, getting more involved in land
use and spatial planning (*Raumordnung*) in the 1960s before finding their work subsumed under, and transformed by, the government’s program to protect the human environment (*Umweltschutz*) in the early 1970s. Using the shift in public discourse from *Naturschutz* to *Umweltschutz* as a broad framework, this study identifies continuities and incremental changes in conservationists’ views and treatment of nature as they sought to modernize their movement in the challenging postwar context.

In describing the activities of those involved in protecting nature this study faces something of a challenge because the German terms are more precise than those in English and because the meanings given to even the most basic concepts fluctuated over time and depended on the context in which they were used. In general, the study avoids using “environmental protection” until the term becomes a part of public discourse around 1970. The text assumes that the term “conservation” is appropriate only when activities include preservation and stewardship of land and natural resources. Applying this latter term is problematic because there is no German word that directly translates as “conservation,” or resource management, as it was defined by Anglo-Americans. Those involved in protecting and caring for nature in West Germany initially employed the cumbersome pairing, “nature preservation” (*Naturschutz*) and “landscape care” (*Landschaftspflege*), as the German equivalent. However awkward the phrasing, it captured the coming together of two approaches toward tending nature in Germany, one emphasizing the preservation of species and small spaces in the interest of historic preservation and scientific research, the other focusing on shaping rural landscapes in their entirety to accommodate economic modernization. With no wilderness to speak of, conservationists in Germany and elsewhere in Europe had long focused on protecting nature in the form of “cultural landscapes,” i.e., aesthetically pleasing parts of the countryside that seemed to exhibit the harmonious interplay of natural forces and centuries of traditional human uses.¹⁵

In the first decades of the twentieth century, some German preservationists had advocated landscape care as a way to reform traditional nature protection, broadening its scope beyond the preservation of individual natural objects, species, and small reserves to include the protection and planned use of entire landscapes, including their urban, industrial features. Germans and other Europeans sought to protect what many environmental historians today would call “hybrid landscapes,” a phrase that refers to areas displaying varying combinations of the natural and the human engineered.¹⁶ In industrial nations during the twentieth century, the natural and the engineered intersected more frequently, and at an accelerated pace after the 1950s, resulting in landscapes that seemed increasingly artificial. Thus, West German conservationists faced a significant challenge during the Miracle Years in trying to preserve or restore varying degrees of naturalness to landscapes that ranged from predominantly rural to primarily urban and industrial.
The pairing of the terms *Naturschutz* and *Landschaftspflege* more intentionally after World War II reflected the continued influence of landscape architects, who occupied an important place in early twentieth century preservation and whose small profession rose to prominence under National Socialism. Yet the conjoining of these familiar concepts also expressed the attempt to develop a more flexible response to the challenge of protecting nature and natural resources when the times required their temporary exploitation. After 1945, resource conservation came to be associated with what Germans referred to as *Naturschutz* and *Landschaftspflege*, because of critical shortages of food, fuel, and raw materials that accompanied the country’s economic and political collapse, but also because of the role that North America played in addressing the global scarcity of resources in the aftermath of war.

In view of these developments, the study applies the label “conservationist” to those people most actively involved in debates over nature’s protection and use in the postwar era. It does so, however, without losing sight of the diversity of occupations (especially forestry, landscape architecture, engineering, and civil service, including pedagogy) and fields of study (most commonly biology, botany, horticulture, zoology, and later, ecology) these people represented. It uses the designation also while remaining sensitive to their sometimes conflicting priorities (such as species preservation, resource conservation, recreation, and land use planning) and to their different levels of commitment to the cause (avocation versus career).

This discussion of terminology is not simply quibbling over concepts. Influenced by the “linguistic turn” in history several years ago, environmental historians acknowledge that the language available to people at a given time to talk about nature does not merely reflect material reality. Nature, the “real thing,” cannot be separated from the meanings people have assigned to it over time. Words used in reference to nature communicate mental images of the shape that nature is supposed to take (e.g., a “healthy landscape,” a “green environment,” or a protected “fragile biotope”) and express perceptions of nature’s reality based on the current state of knowledge (“a living river” in 1950s’ parlance became “a river ecosystem” a decade later, for example). Furthermore, the terms employed in relation to nature’s treatment communicate what is being done or what people think ought to be done to shape it according to agreed upon standards (such as “preservation,” which implies non-use or “landscape care,” which suggests guided use). But when accepted terms no longer capture changing material realities, there is a shift in discourse, one that not only reflects those changes, but also simultaneously facilitates the development of new ways of thinking and acting. When West German conservationists talked about protecting “primeval landscapes of the homeland,” about improving the “health and productivity of landscapes where people lived, worked, and relaxed,” about protecting humans’ “endangered living space,” about “rationally managing ecosystems of the biosphere,” and finally, about securing a “healthy
environment,” they communicated the shift away from an aesthetic and provincial strategy in caring for nature toward an approach that was presumably more scientific, objective, and universal. This process of modernization was neither even nor without conflict, but it was underway before the emergence of the modern environmental movement.

Although scholars have scrutinized the concept “nature” and the meanings associated with “landscape” and “ecology,” they have been less critical of the term “environment.” But as historian Douglas Weiner has observed, “Because ‘the environment’ is a term that has a universal ring to it and pretends to embrace the general good, it serves as an excellent mask for particular interests.” Moreover, as another scholar has written, the environment (Umwelt) is “a highly anthropocentric term that encourages the notion that nature is strictly ‘ours’—i.e., ‘our environment.’ Furthermore, since environment literally means surroundings, it is obviously a rather bland and inadequate term to use in reference to nature.”

In 1970, West German conservationists came to some of the same conclusions, but they could not prevent the adoption of “environmental protection,” a slogan that captured the new concern to protect human beings in their increasingly imperiled surroundings. As worsening pollution gave tangibility to the surroundings that people heretofore had little noticed, the idea of “protecting the environment” (more so than “protecting nature”) seemed urgently necessary. And to the inhabitants of urban areas that were perceived to be unhealthy—and highly engineered—the notion of protecting the environment seemed directly relevant and personal in a way that protecting nature probably never could or would be. But what was the role of nature—as an idea and the thing in and of itself—within the newly invented environment? This study concludes that the invention of the environment in West Germany and elsewhere expressed the widespread realization that humans had become the primary architects of their surroundings. As such, they were responsible for keeping the environment healthy and “natural” to varying degrees. Although there was not one shared ideal of what nature ought to look like, there was broad consensus that it had become something finite and in need of protection.

As the West German case illustrates, at its core, protecting the natural world involves a contest for power among groups and institutions who want their subjective views of nature and their ideals about the relationship that humans ought to have with it to prevail. But in democratic societies like West Germany, people must make compromises in deciding what objects, species, spaces, and uses of nature to protect. This study shows that these ongoing compromises contributed to the gradual and partial greening of the mainstream of society even before the emergence of modern environmentalism. It illustrates, too, how these compromises reflected not only thoughts and ideas about nature, but laws and institutions. Thus, this study seeks to navigate between the “envisioned” and
the material, between conservationists’ thoughts and words on the one hand, and their actions as determined by legal and administrative arrangements, on the other. As Joachim Radkau has stressed in an appeal for more attention to institutions in environmental history, “it is important to distinguish between the history of the imagination, on the one hand, and the history of the real, effective relations between man and nature, on the other.” David Blackbourn, too, has cautioned that “in the era after the ‘linguistic turn’ it is important to defend the legitimacy of a materialist history” while continuing to take into account the “mental geographies and constructs that humans place on the natural world.”

The mental geographies that shaped conservationists’ actions after 1945 were marked more by constancy than by change. Those responsible for conservation resumed their work after the war with a high degree of continuity in terms of laws, personnel, and ideology. The Reich Nature Protection Law of 1935 remained in effect and the administrative arrangement it provided for survived in modified form until the 1970s. Under the Federal Republic, however, the states resumed their traditional hold over conservation, reversing the centralization that had occurred under National Socialism. Despite opposition from some, postwar refederalization sometimes worked to the advantage of conservationists. In West Germany, and traditionally in Central Europe, parties wanting to use natural resources must secure approval through local licensing hearings in which those affected have the opportunity to raise objections, including conservation officials. But when a distant authority makes decisions about use, often with limited knowledge of local conditions, locals have fewer means to shape the outcome.

Continuity, more so than change, was also evident in the profile of conservationists. Many of the men (there were few women) who shaped postwar conservation into the 1960s came from the generation born around 1900, in the latter years of the Wilhelmine Empire, and had been responsible for nature’s care since the 1920s and 1930s. They tended to be solidly middle class and conservative in their politics. Many of them, but by no means all, were guided by an aesthetic of nature that had been shaped by the homeland preservation movement and by their shared experiences in the back-to-nature youth movement of the 1910s and 1920s. Their ideal of nature most often took the form of carefully tended agrarian landscapes dating from before 1850 and displaying a harmonious blending of meadows, fields and hedgerows, orchards and patches of forest, and tidy villages made quaint by regional architecture. Walking regularly in the solitude of nature, they believed, fostered introspection and aided in cultivating self-reliant individuals capable of combating the alienation associated with modernity and urban mass society. So, too, would a lifestyle of temperance and moderation. Into the 1960s, leading conservationists, Social Democrats among them, embraced this set of assumptions, promoting them as a way to strengthen individual moral character, and by extension, foster patriotic citizens loyal to the state—now a democratic one. In general, however, conservationists tended to be
wary of mass democracy, preferring to work behind the scenes to lobby officials and political leaders. They continued to sound elitist in assuming that “rootless” urbanites living in “denatured” cities needed to spend time in the presumably purer realm of nature to regain their sense of well-being. And they never tired of echoing their predecessors in demanding better instruction in the natural sciences to cultivate among the majority of people an appreciation for nature and an understanding of how they should conduct themselves in the outdoors.26

Continuity also was apparent in the lingering popularity among conservationists to protect nature-as-Heimat, to use David Blackbourn’s apt phrasing. Although some historians have asserted that homeland preservation lacked influence after the war because of its anti-modern outlook and its supposed corruption by National Socialism, this is not supported by the evidence. During the first postwar decade in West Germany, and for an even longer period in East Germany, conservationists expressed some of their goals in terms of Heimatschutz, embracing its inclusiveness, its emphasis on moderation, and its qualified acceptance of modernity.27 As one historian has written, Heimat emerged from the “Nazi Reich as a victim, not a perpetrator” and “embody[ed] the political and social community that could be salvaged from the Nazi ruins.”28 Like “women of the rubble,” who for some symbolized German victimhood and reconstruction, nature of the homeland was viewed as a victim of Nazi and Allied exploitation as well as the source of natural resources essential for rebuilding the nation.29 Whether depicted as idyllic rural settings in popular Heimat films of the 1950s, defined as a welcoming home for expellees and returning POWs, reclaimed as the city of origin of wartime evacuees awaiting return, or envisioned as a harmonious blend of fertile landscapes and ordered economic development in the writings of conservationists, “the homeland” represented something good in Germany’s past and offered hope for its future.30 In a time when overt nationalism was taboo, and when few West Germans felt an attachment to their new political boundaries that were presumed to be temporary, the language of Heimat provided a familiar and acceptable way to express loyalty to the national community as well as affection for one’s locality or region. For conservationists, protecting nature-as-local-homeland also was a practical goal because the base of support for Naturschutz historically had been at the provincial level.

In no way, however, did postwar conservationists want their activities to be viewed merely as an extension of homeland preservation with its broad cultural agenda that only sometimes overlapped with nature’s care. Over the course of the 1950s, protecting nature-as-Heimat faded in importance as a goal, replaced by the more scientific-sounding concern to protect the health of landscapes—and by extension, the health of people and the economy. Such a shift reflected the prioritization of scientific and economic considerations in political discourse, as well as the Federal Republic’s integration into Western Europe, a development that made the nativist-sounding aims of Heimatschutz less convincing.
Despite striking continuities with early twentieth century preservation, post-war conservationists had little choice but to modify their views and practices in direct response to larger political and economic events and social and environmental conditions. Chapter periodizations in this book help to capture shifts in conservationists’ goals and practices as they asserted the value of their work first for economic recovery and democratic renewal, then for public health and spatial planning, and finally, for cleaning up the environment. The study begins with a background chapter that outlines the mixed legacy conservationists inherited in 1945, one that bore the imprint of three different political systems, the Second Empire (1871–1918), the Weimar Republic (1919–1933), and the Nazi Dictatorship (1933–1945). The core of the study is divided into three chronological sections, which include an overarching chapter that examines dominant trends in conservation, and a narrowly focused case study that illustrates these tendencies in greater depth. (Though all three case studies focus on Catholic regions, they can be viewed as representative of general trends.) Each section covers roughly a ten year period that corresponds to political and economic developments shaping West German society as a whole. This periodization is not meant to imply a one-to-one causal relationship between cultural changes and political events or economic cycles. Trends in culture often do not correspond with political or economic ones, though developments in all of these areas affect each other mutually, if unevenly.

The first section of the book examines conservation during the occupation years between 1945 and 1955, when West Germany gained full sovereignty and joined NATO. Chapter 2 examines the reconstruction of state-sponsored and private nature protection, as both resumed their activities with limited interruption. It describes how conservationists continued to view their work in nationalistic and nativist terms, yet also as acts of patriotism that supported the restoration of a comforting homeland, a strong economy, and a stable polity. However conservative conservationists’ rhetoric and conduct, the emergence of several new local, regional, and national alliances strengthened the base of support for Naturschutz and contributed to the revival of civic life in the conservative political climate of the 1950s. Despite efforts to broaden the scope of conservation to confront the intensified exploitation of water, soil, and forests, the most tangible successes in these years involved traditional preservation at the regional and local levels.

This is illustrated in chapter 3, a case study of the successful effort to protect the Wutach River and gorge near Freiburg im Breisgau from being dammed and drained by a utility company intent on expanding its operations to meet rising demand for electricity. At a time when many West Germans said “no thanks” to politics, conservationists united thousands of supporters in an alliance to protect nature-as-local-Heimat, relying on restored democratic institutions to force the company to beat a small retreat. Yet in this and many other conflicts, both sides were forced to reach a “partially green” compromise, to borrow historian Michael Bess’s phrasing.
The second section of the book focuses on the economic boom years between 1956 and 1966, when conservationists took steps to modernize and professionalize their efforts in order to guide the country’s rapid economic growth in directions less harmful to nature and people. Chapter 4 examines conservationists’ concern about the irreversible loss of healthy landscapes (i.e., areas scenic, fertile, and pollution free) at an alarming rate as urban sprawl and pollution blurred the distinction between city and country, and as the ideal of the small farm faded in the reality of industrialized agriculture. Concerned that the country’s entire “living space” was at risk, conservationists participated in establishing dozens of nature parks and sought a partnership role in spatial planning (Raumordnung), a promising policy tool of the 1960s. Although they did not exert as much influence on territorial planning as they desired, their involvement in decisions over land use often resulted in compromises that benefited nature to some degree.

This is evident in chapter 5, the second case study on canalizing the Mosel River, an engineering project that facilitated Chancellor Konrad Adenauer’s foreign policy objective to integrate the Federal Republic into Western Europe. Unlike West Germans embroiled in the regional Wutach conflict, citizens involved in the national debate over the Mosel canal had limited means to shape the decision because it was the chancellor’s to make. Although their nativist-sounding appeals to protect the Mosel—a “jewel of the German Heimat”—had little impact on federal officials, their warnings about protecting the regional water supply did. Once Adenauer agreed to transform the Mosel into an international shipping lane, conservationists in the profession of landscape planning hoped to guide engineers in restoring a more natural appearance and healthier condition to the mechanized river, but their vision was only partially fulfilled.

The final section of the study examines the turbulent years between 1967 and 1975, a period that began with student unrest and ended after a global energy crisis. Chapter 6 discusses the scientification of conservation (evident in the new concern to manage “ecological systems of the biosphere”), and describes the creation of “the environment” as a legitimate sphere for political action through the environmental program introduced by Chancellor Willy Brandt’s social-liberal (SPD/FDP) coalition government. With the invention of “the environment” as a political issue and a tangible object of reform between 1970 and 1971, diverse groups—from officials and scientists to revitalized conservation organizations and new citizens’ initiatives—claimed the right to participate in shaping it according to their values and ideas about society and nature. According to a vocal minority of pioneering conservationists, because so many pressures were at work making the environment “artificial,” they needed to ensure that parts of it were restored to a presumably more natural state.

The working out of this argument is illustrated in chapter 7, the third case study on establishing West Germany’s first national park in the Bavarian Forest, a remote area located along the Iron Curtain. Initially approved of in the
context of regional planning, the national park eventually became a space where preservation and economic development acquired near equal status. After more than a decade of ecological design that restored a supposedly more natural condition to the landscape, a new aesthetic of nature became operable. In the national park, officials eventually adopted a policy of limited interference, protecting the ecological processes at work in order to “let nature be nature,” even if the results were not economically productive or aesthetically pleasing. The decision to let nature go “wild” in a remote corner of this densely populated nation stemmed from an aesthetic of nature that was nurtured by affluence and made acceptable by the perceived loss of nature and the natural.31

The study emphasizes that conservationists in the first three decades of the Federal Republic were not marginalized or entirely ineffective. Although they lost many battles and made repeated compromises, they diversified, modernized, and institutionalized their efforts in the challenging postwar context. By participating in the democratic process, they were forced to take a long tradition of protecting nature in more democratic and socially oriented directions, sometimes reluctantly. Yet in doing so, they assured themselves a role in actively shaping the contours of the land in West Germany, whether by establishing nature parks or the country’s first national park. With their steady, often conservative, presence within the mainstream of society, they ensured that at least some of the increasingly mechanized landscapes of the Miracle Years retained, or were restored to, varying degrees of naturalness.
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